Not to be iaken from this room
Matstunoto et al, 11 and other workers_, 12 the nature of the short range --r~pulsion ·has been developed and can .be characterized as fairly well
•\Dlderstood. -Theoretical -work has also, provided a consistent pictl!re of tthe ilOJ!g range ~interac:ti()~, 13 leavil}g .the_ intennediate r.egion of ,the ta.ttJ:'ac:tiV,e well as cthe focal point .of:many rl'ecent ,_experimental ~d 'itheoretic_al ~s_t_udies. as follows:
where k = fl -I v' 2lJE and P 1 (cos a) is the usual Legendre polynomial.
The parametric potential form chosen is the Exponential-Spline-MorseMorse Spine-van der Waals (E~ piecewise function suggested in earlier work, 14 with the following form:
The parameters which provide a best fit to the scattering data are listed here: In order to demonstrate the precision with which we can determine
the well depth, E, for this weakly attractive system, we have taken our ESMMSV potential and have perfonned two additional calculations by taking £/k = 9.5°K and ll.5°K, representing 10% variations from our best fit value.
The small angle scattering for our best fit potenti-al plus these two
calculations is plotted on a linear scale with the experimental data in Fig. 6 . The difference between experiment and calculation for these extremum potentials is clearly outside of experimental error for 8 ~ 8°.
It should be noted that this calculation demonstrates the sensitivity of our data fitting to a particular model for the interatomic potential. 
Bickes and Bernstein have demonstrated that·multiparameter potentials
recently proposed to fit scattering data can be fitted with a rather small set of coefficients {bi}. Accordingly, we have fitted the reduced potential of our proposed He 3 -He 4 potential to this modification of the Dunham expansion. We found that an adequate representation of the reduced potential for this system can be achieved with a root-mean-square standard deviation of ± 2% using eight coefficients, i.e., N = 7. As these authors Implicit in the above discussion is the fact that no isotope effect is discernable in either the B(T) data or the differential cross section. Error bars denote one standard deviation of data points. ..
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